Late Saturday afternoon at the TUG meeting at Stanford, someone had the excellent idea that we should form subcommittees based on the various types of mainframes. The meeting broke up into small collections of people, with the members of each group being people who work on common computers. Each of these groups chose a chairperson, but unfortunately no one made a list of these groups or of the chairpersons. Would these chairpersons please send their names to the TUGboat editor. Also please give us a TeX status report from your site.

Letters

A letter to Richard Palais from two satisfied users at the University of Rochester, Gérard Emch and Arnold Pizer, is reproduced on the next page.

Miscellaneous

Two large items are enclosed as separate documents:

1. TeX Errata. This is the up-to-date list of corrections and changes to all versions of the TeX manual and to TeX itself, as compiled by the TeX group at Stanford.

2. TUG Mailing List. This list includes the names of all persons who had requested information on TeX and TUG as of October 24, 1980. Since membership dues are only being solicited with this issue of TUGboat, this list cannot be considered the official membership list. It does, however, show the types of equipment and potential applications of TeX in which most persons expressed interest, and can thus be used to identify other sites whose interests are the same as yours.